
The Tax Accountant of the Future

As we deal electronically with the tax authorities there’s going to be more – not less – need for accountants.

Executive summary

Australian tax law certainly isn’t getting any simpler, and SMBs who lodge 
returns and activity statements directly with the Australian Tax Office (ATO) 
are facing an increasing compliance burden. 

The role your tax agent or accountant plays in an increasingly digital world is changing.

 There’s been discussion by the ATO about shifting compliance requirements more to the 

accountancy and bookkeeping sector, so if your accountant meets certain requirements and 

qualifications the ATO will trust them to have seen clients’ records and claimed appropriately.

 Accountants already play an important role with the ATO today as something of a 

compliance gatekeeper. Along with a responsibility to make sure you don’t pay a dollar 

more than you need to in tax, accountants have a legal responsibility to comply with the 

appropriate tax legislation.

 Under tax practitioner board requirements accountants aren’t allowed to lodge a tax return 

where (for want of a better term) they should have known better. What used to be an ‘all care 

no responsibility’ position is now one where accountants can face prosecution if they don’t 

do it right. Why is that even more important now? In a digital world where accountants aren’t 

doing the data entry, it becomes even more critical to see and understand your data before 

you (or they) lodge.

A changing job description

 In a digital tax economy the accuracy and efficiency of data the ATO is getting from SMBs 

might be worse than ever if it’s not entered into systems correctly. It’s simple even to put a 

figure in the wrong box with the wrong code, for example, and throw a huge spanner in the 

works down the track when it comes time to lodge.

 It sounds counter intuitive to need accountants more now we can input all our own 

accounts data and lodge returns with the ATO directly. But talking about the expansion of 

digital tax tools like eTax and myTax systems, ATO Second Commissioner Andrew Mills 

assured accountants in a 2015 speech that; ‘All this does not mean we are shutting out 

tax agents and intermediaries. That’s not our intention at all. You are very much a part of 

the picture.’

 Under other tax regimes (like in the UK), accountants traditionally get involved in the tax 

return process a lot earlier. They make sure systems are set up right and they sometimes go 

in periodically for mini reviews to make sure everything’s in the right place.

 If that happens here at home under an increasingly digital tax landscape, it will softly force 

accountants to shift from form-filling and lodging services to advisors, joining you at the 

outset of the process, editing and managing the data to get you the right result when it is 

finally time to lodge.
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 As SMBs increasingly deal direct with the ATO because of how easy technology makes 

it to do so they’re going to turn to their accountant for compliance advice, expertise that will 

simply be applied at a different point along the timeline.

Positive effects

 Clients of accountants frequently tell surveys they want their accountants to be more 

involved. Unfortunately for a lot of accountants however, they don’t want to pay any more 

for it. In fact many SMBs wonder why – when technology allows them to deal with the ATO 

direct on an increasing basis – they even pay as much as they do for tax services today.

 The ATO has an opportunity here to help. If they change the way things need to be 

lodged it might help SMBs see their accountants in a different light.

 Accountants might be paid a little more for the extra compliance cost as the onus is 

spread between them and their clients more, and clients will start to see the extra is worth it 

for a service that gets them a better result overall. When accountants speak to clients more 

it helps the client through better accounts and it helps accountants because closer contact 

means opportunities for new business.

 Of course, rising costs might all come out in the wash. Cloud has already reduced the cost 

of compliance because there’s no more transposing of data between many different systems 

(including paper). It’s all a bit unknown thus far, but after similar moves transformed the UK 

tax system it resulted in new revenue streams for the accountancy and bookkeeping industry.

 It’s up to the ATO to facilitate these changes and if they do it right, it seems as though 

everybody wins. n 
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